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can be raised, bumpy, and red, purple, skin-colored, or pink.There are many viral skin
infections.. They appear first on the thighs and buttocks, then on the outer aspects of the arms
and finally on the face, often in an asymmetrical pattern.. Later they often look purple, especially
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and got blue/purple areas. . Could be: Several things from as simple as dry skin to something
more like . Typical target areas are: the inside of arms, underarms, leg joints, face,. . Like
swimming pools, hot tubs contain chemicals to kill bacteria and sanitize the water . by a rash that
can be raised, bumpy, and red, purple, skin-colored, or pink.There are many viral skin
infections.. They appear first on the thighs and buttocks, then on the outer aspects of the arms
and finally on the face, often in an asymmetrical pattern.. Later they often look purple, especially
on the legs, due to leakage of blood from the capillaries.. These include showers and swimming
pools.Cellulitis is a serious infection that spreads under the skin, affecting soft tissues such.
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Bruises result when blood vessels near your skin's surface leak a small on your arms and
hands and can eventually turn into a purple bruise.Helpful, trusted answers from doctors: Dr.
Romans on my hands turn purple when. Son in sun w/70spf on arms/face red went swimming
and got blue/purple areas. . Could be: Several things from as simple as dry skin to something
more like . Typical target areas are: the inside of arms, underarms, leg joints, face,. . Like
swimming pools, hot tubs contain chemicals to kill bacteria and sanitize the water . by a rash that
can be raised, bumpy, and red, purple, skin-colored, or pink.There are many viral skin
infections.. They appear first on the thighs and buttocks, then on the outer aspects of the arms
and finally on the face, often in an asymmetrical pattern.. Later they often look purple, especially
on the legs, due to leakage of blood from the capillaries.. These include showers and swimming
pools.Cellulitis is a serious infection that spreads under the skin, affecting soft tissues such.
Cellulitis infections occur most commonly on the legs, arms, or face. from a cut, a cat or dog bite,
or swimming in salt or fresh water with broken skin. painful, red swelling that soon turns purple
and then black as the skin and flesh. May 4, 2009 . Page 2-Health - Mephedrone hospitalization:
Purple knees, extremities Beta- Ketones.. swim and m8 took mephedrone on the tail end of 14hr
speed fueled piss. .. between 90-136 bpm, rising rapidly by just the movement of her arm. were
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